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subordinate clause worksheet with pdf
Write SUB for subordinate clause and IND for dependent clause. SUB Example: Because our school throws
away so much paper, we should start a recycling program.
Independent and Subordinate Clauses - Worksheet Library
A subordinate (or dependent) clause does not express a complete thought and cannot stand by EXERCISE
For each of the following sentences, identify the underlined word group by writing above it
IND for independent clause or SUB for subordinate clause
T he Subor dinat e Cl aus e Recognize a subordinate clause when you see one. A subordinate clauseâ€”also
called a dependent clauseâ€”will begin with a subordinate conjunction or a relative pronoun and will contain
both a subject and a verb.
T he Subor dinat e Cl aus e
The Subordinate Clause Is a dependent clause. Does not express a complete thought. Cannot stand by itself
as a complete sentence. Example: After I stopped screaming, I started laughing. I was afraid because I
couldnâ€™t see anything.
The Subordinate Clause - Little Worksheets
WRAC Handout #264 Independent and Dependent Clauses Independent and Dependent Clauses Review: A
clause is a group of words that has a subject and a verb. The difference between an independent and a
dependent clause is the type of word it starts with.
Independent and Dependent Clauses
Subordinate (dependent) clause â€“ doesnâ€™t express a complete thought and cannot stand alone as a
sentence. Sandy likes to read mysteries because she wants to be a detective Directions: If the underlined
part of the sentence is an independent clause, write IND in the blank. If it is a subordinate clause, write SUB
in the blank.
Independent and Subordinate Clauses 1 - Little Worksheets
Name%_____% Score_____/10% SubordinatingConjunctions, %
Asubordinating%conjunction%joins%two%clauses,%or%ideas,%in%such%a%way%as%to%make%one%
Subordinating Conjunctions Worksheet
Name _____ Â©www.LittleWorksheets.com Directions: Underline the independent clause or clauses in each
sentence. 1. Linda wants to write a novel, but she is afraid to try.
Independent Clause 1 - Little Worksheets
Subordinate clauses are connected to the sentence with subordinating conjunctions. Example: I have to
clean my room because mom said so. The information, â€œmom said so,â€• only makes sense when
connected to the other sentence.
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